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Jack Welch, former Chairman and CEO of General Electric famously once said, ‘Before you are a
leader, you must first grow yourself’. In 2015 with this in mind, Moorebank Sports Club (Sporties)
embarked on the challenge to engender a culture of leadership through volunteerism in their staff.
With 87% of the workforce under 35 years of age, Sporties believed creating a culture of
volunteerism in their future leaders was of paramount importance. The challenge was embraced
with immediate success and is clearly articulated in the Club’s metrics.
Sporties Supports
“Although Sporties was recognised as an Employer of Choice in late 2014, we recognised that to
remain competitive and sustainable, we needed to refine how we engage our young team members,
and develop them as future leaders of our industry” says CEO Tracey Lentell. “Through focus groups
and engagement surveys, our staff indicated a passionate desire to give back to those less
fortunate”.
This desire to give back to those less fortunate was clearly expressed and to this end, an employee
driven Sporties Supports program was established designed at inspiring the next generation of
leaders to make a positive difference through workplace giving, community volunteering and
charitable initiatives.
A Sporties Supports committee meets fortnightly to discuss volunteering and fundraising initiatives.
The committee has developed a calendar of events throughout the year to engage staff to partake.
Sporties Supports Activities
Since inception, the Sporties Supports program has inspired team members to lead the charge in
raising tens of thousands of dollars and vital awareness by:








Donating 65 pints of blood for the Red Cross Blood Bank;
Plant 100+ trees for Planet Ark on National Tree Day;
Baked and sold hundreds of cakes for Cupcake Day for the RSPCA;
Walked 60kms during the Weekend to End Women’s Cancer for the Chris O’Brien Life
House;
Hosting Christmas Giving Trees procuring 150+ presents for Uniting Care and 100+ animal
perishables and toys for the Sydney Dogs and Cats Home;
Proudly marching against domestic violence against women during White Ribbon walks;
Hosting numerous themed dress up days for staff raising funds and awareness for
organisations such as Muscular Dystrophy Australia, Beyond Blue, First Voice and Variety to
name a few.

In addition, animal welfare is close to the heart of Sporties staff with volunteers contributing
countless hours participating and hosting events such as Cupcake Day for the RSPCA, stretching out
in the RSPCA Million Paws Walk with their four legged friends and volunteering at the Sydney Dogs
and Cats Home, donating their time to clean, walk and interact with the animals.
An integral part of the Sporties Supports program is an incentive based points initiative, run twice a
year, rewarding high achievers during their shifts and also for their commitment to volunteering.
Point accruals are tiered according to the volunteering undertaken or above and beyond values
exhibited on shift.
The initiative culminates with the highest point scorer offered the opportunity to spend a week
volunteering for the Help 2 Help charity in Cambodia with their efforts in breaking the poverty cycle.
Sporties Supports Help 2 Help in Cambodia
In 2015, Sporties sent five frontline employees and two managers to Cambodia to volunteer with the
Help 2 Help charity over two separate trips. These frontline employees are considered emerging
youth leaders and were exposed to life changing experiences.”This initiative alone has created a
tremendous buzz” says Ms Lentell. “The Help 2 Help opportunity exposes our emerging leaders to
experiences that will shape their personal development and their journeys as potential leaders of
our industry”. As Sporties staff member Joshua Greentree notes in his blog:
“In the morning, the Help 2 Help team packed around 1000 food and clothing packs
to be distributed to the needy in a small village. Everyone in the team thought that
we would have more than enough for the community, but we couldn't be more
wrong. Word must have gotten out and instead of 1000 people turning up, almost
double showed. I struggle to put words to the feelings that I felt that day, especially
because I needed to help form a human shield to control the stampede of these
poor, desperate people who just wanted something to eat. Our team reacted
quickly to the increased number of people; outfits turned into single pieces of
clothing hoping now everybody could go home with something, but still that was
not enough. And from desperation, I then witnessed humanity in its finest form.
Once it was realised that some people were going to walk away with nothing, those
who had received a full outfit to take home, stopped and shared what they had with
those who had received nothing. Even now writing this, the memory still brings up
so many emotions in my heart.
We helped and changed many lives, including my own. I have come back knowing
the true value of life and realising how fortunate we are to be born in this country.
This was a life changing experience”

For Joshua and the team it was a life changing experience that will shape their development and
define them as leaders.
On 22 November 2015, the Sporties team were in Cambodia for the opening of the Sporties School
of Housekeeping, a school sponsored by Sporties. The School of Housekeeping is a training facility
where Cambodian students learn the basics of housekeeping and hotel maintenance. For these
emerging youth leaders, witnessing the opening of the school and speaking to the students
themselves was an irreplaceable opportunity that will be long remembered. As Aron Power, Director
of Help 2 Help states, “What the staff gained from the experience is invaluable for their personal
development and to actually see what they have given to the Khmer people in itself is very
satisfying”.
Sporties is proud of its achievements in creating a culture of volunteerism and leadership among its
staff and engaging their talents to have a tangible, measurable and positive impact. “The Sporties
Supports program has been instrumental in developing our team members. As an example, two of
the frontline staff who volunteered in Cambodia have since been promoted to Team Leader and
Relief Customer Service Manager positions” says Ms Lentell.
“Since the program commenced, staff turnover has decreased by 61.91%, with fiscal year to date
turnover at 9.64%. Absenteeism has decreased by 55.52% whilst revenue generated per employee
per hour has increased by 23.01%”.
“Sporties is successful because we value of people not as human resources but as the reason we
operate. We believe that developing the person, not just as a staff member but as an individual, is
beneficial not only to the team member, but also to the Club, which is clearly articulated in the ROI
of the initiative” says Ms Lentell.
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